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Portuguese Court Rules PCR Tests "Unreliable" &
Quarantines "Unlawful"

by Tyler Durden

Sun, 11/22/2020 - 09:20

Via Off-Guardian.org,

An appeals court in Portugal has ruled that the PCR process is not a reliable test for Sars-Cov-
2, and therefore any enforced quarantine based on those test results is unlawful.

Further, the ruling suggested that any forced quarantine applied to healthy people could be a
violation of their fundamental right to liberty.
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Most importantly, the judges ruled that a single positive PCR test cannot be used as an
effective diagnosis of infection.

The specifics of the case concern four tourists entering the country from Germany – all of whom are
anonymous in the transcript of the case – who were quarantined by the regional health authority. Of
the four, only one had tested positive for the virus, whilst the other three were deemed simply of
“high infection risk” based on proximity to the positive individual. All four had, in the previous 72
hours, tested negative for the virus before departing from Germany.

In their ruling, judges Margarida Ramos de Almeida and Ana Paramés referred to several
scientific studies.

Most notably this study by Jaafar et al., which found that – when running PCR tests with 35 cycles or
more – the accuracy dropped to 3%, meaning up to 97% of positive results could be false positives.

The ruling goes on to conclude that, based on the science they read, any PCR test using over
25 cycles is totally unreliable.

Governments and private labs have been very tight-lipped about the exact number of cycles they
run when PCR testing, but it is known to sometimes be as high as 45. Even fearmonger-in-chief
Anthony Fauci has publicly stated anything over 35 is totally unusable.

You can read the complete ruling in the original Portuguese here, and translated into
English here. There’s also a good write up on it on Great Game India, plus a Portuguese professor
sent a long email about the case to Lockdown Sceptics.

*  *  *

The media reaction to this case has been entirely predictable – they have not mentioned it. At
all. Anywhere. Ever.

The ruling was published on November 11th, and has been referenced by many alt-news sites
since…but the mainstream outlets are maintaining a complete blackout on it.

The reddit Covid19 board actually removed the post, because it was “not a reliable source”, despite
relying on the official court documents:

ZEROHEDGE DIRECTLY
TO YOUR INBOX

Receive a daily recap featuring a curated list
of must-read stories.

Lookout for a forced and disingenuous “fact-check” on this issue from HealthFeedback or some
other “non-partisan” outlet in the near future. But until they find some poor shlub to lend their
name to it, the media blackout will continue.

Whatever they say, this is a victory for common sense over authoritarianism and hysteria.
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Reply"%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

I know people who have property in the Azores. Lovely in the summer, not so much

in the winter. Fresh produce and meat are expensive if you can find them. Paradise if

you like fish and bread.

BaNNeD oN THe RuN

%

%

2 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Here's the link to the original  paper cited by the judge in this ruling if anyone is

interested. It's definitely an eye-opener.

https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-

article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciaa1491/5912603

Cheers.

Drachma

%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Don't count on it  Portugal has a nice long history of socialist/ statist behavior. One

judge in one court isn't the whole country.  ;-) 

ASimpleTrader

%

%

44 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

Quick, remove Portugal from Google maps before they find the gap in the matrix!

bloostar

%

%

17 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Strange.  This wasn't mentioned on CNN.  Must be nothing.

SQRT 69

%

%
Reply"

4 hours ago # $

It means nothing until people go to jail. If they are not punished, they will do it

again. 

xious

%

%

41 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Well that doesn't fit the narrative

Dan The Man

%

%

16 1 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

Wow a government of thinking people! They must be friends with South Dakota Gov.

Kristi Noem:

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/south-dakota-gov-kristi-noem-statewide-mask-

mandate

There are so few in positions of government that truly fear governing with truth:

https://sumofthyword.com/2013/03/06/book-of-life/

Reconciled

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Good place to retire I keep hearing 

Sure not paying taxes for “universal everything” and “Green Deal”. 

No can do.

 

JRobby

%

%

30 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Oh, oh.

Gates, Biden, and their Globalist Tyrant pals are NOT going to like this.

CheapBastard
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30 Reply"%

%

5 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

The above list of criminals (shortened) may just buy Portugal and take turns being

"The Big Cheese"

cossack55

%

%

1 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

you are missing fake italian, big nose r4tfac 3 Fauxci

AlaricGaudiTheSecond

%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

They will send a different  type of virus Portugals way. A puta que pario!

Dis-obey

%

%

Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited) # $

No no no.  Portugal is an island away from the NWO.  It’s where the Templars

went. They do what they want. 

Paul Bunyan

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Not if these people don't go to jail. 

xious

%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

The Rangers not gonna like this Yogi...

IQof2

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Let me worry about the Ranger, Boo-boo

gmrpeabody

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Illinois here(sry).

You?

IQof2

%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

They are assembling some faceless bureaucrats in the E.U parliment that will

override their sovereignty "for the collective ofcourse" to make sure all obey.....

Oops...... I mean "stay safe"

Or else.......

 

That's their dog whistle for "obey snd comply"......

Kyzer_Soze

%

%

28 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

If they are running PCR out that far i can see why tropical fruits and fish test positive.

What a sick joke this world has become.

pods

%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

It's obviously a scam. I bet nobody goes to jail. 

xious

%

%

4 hours ago # $

Well this blows all those statistical studies I have been touting out of the water. The

ones I said show the WuFlu test delivers 89-93% false positives because the cycle

count is 36-43 times. I must admit I have been proved wrong. This shows the false

positive rate is actually 97%. I am sorry to have mislead so many ZH readers.

SDShack
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3 Reply"%

%

22 1 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

The PCR tests have 3% accuracy yet Thailand claims to have zero cases. Some serious

frauds going on here.

Notice that they want to discredit Trump and at the same time the US has the "highest

cases" per the fake tests. See a pattern?

Return_of_Byzantium

%

%

15 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

My working theory is that TPTB knew the US -- which still has a significant

population of people that do not want to be led by authoritarians -- would require

special treatment to get the majority to go along with lockdowns etc.  So they told

from early on that we had the worst outbreak of anywhere on earth, when that

makes zero sense given that other countries have much higher population density

and no economic ability to keep people in masks, at home, and otherwise "social

distanced."  The added bonus was that it would make Trump look bad.    

LetThemEatRand

%

%

9 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

The 2000 year old Roman tactic of Divide & Conquer is sadly still effective against

the weaker minded but not to hardened Patriots and Freemen...

Freeman of the City

%

%
2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Notice how the 3rd world hasn't blown up with this?

Just western society mainly. 

China? Different story there - sheesh.....

I heard one month just so happen to have 22 million cell phone accounts go

inactive. 

Notbing to see here folks....... Just another monthly ccp monthly report

Kyzer_Soze

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

The ratio of positive tests is directly proportional to the prominence of the

Medical Industrial Complex in any country.

No money to buy and administer tests = no cases = no deaths.

My sense is that the Medi-tech industry in the USA knows full socialized

medicine is coming and it is their intention to make up on volume

(government mandated procedures) what they will lose in profit margin.

It is not the dominant conspiracy theory, just a pragmatic one.

BaNNeD oN THe RuN

%

%

Reply"

1 hour ago # $

China is a psyop.

steve golf

%

%

4 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

I suspect that a plandemic had simply been decided upon as a response to the

populace refusing to follow programming.  

When the populist / Trump / Brexit / nationalist / cultural protectionist impulse

responses to globalism, forced cultural disintegration, globalist bureaucratic

tyranny manifest it was just the trigger mechanism for implementing the next

phase of social engineering/domination: bio-terrorism.

 

V For Vendetta spelled this sort of plot out.   The sheeple were resisting herding;

so they are being stampeded with fearmongering and disinfo.

Doom Porn Star
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8 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

The serious fraud is going to be ramped up to infinity. Just reverse the methodology

and see where this is going. 3% accuracy means 97% percent effective

vaccine...because it's the ANTI WuFlu test. They literally could be giving you a

placebo as a vaccine and cut off testing at 30 cycles FOR THE VACCINE instead of

35,36, or even up to 43 like they have been doing for the WuFlu test, and "prove" the

vaccine is 97% effective. This is nothing but a scamdemic.

SDShack

%

%

20 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited) # $

I live in Portugal, let me tell you that currently the country is under the dictatorship of a

Left Wing Junta. Recently they announced a new lockdown, with even more draconian rules.

These new rules forbid business from open during weekends, reinstates mandatory usage

of masks in the streets and forbids Christian families from gathering together during

Christmas. At the moment, all anti-covid movements are being silenced by the Juntas

media, so any discourse against the scandemic is not allowed nor tolerated. Our

democracy has been hijacked by the Covid cult under direct oversight of EU and Davos.

saudade

%

%

13 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

I live in Canada.  Same thing applies.  Big fines for stepping out of line.

We are in the crisis point for society as a whole.  We cannot allow them to lock us

into slavery.

DjangoCat

%

%

2 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

we are, though

Bobrsta

%

%
1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

As long as sheople are still debating and fearing BS-19 they will not see (quoting

Orwell) the big 'boot stamping on a human face - forever'

So much danger is hidden behind masks

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

This is very sad to hear.

rejectnumbskull

%

%

Reply"

3 hours ago # $

And frightening.

NotAGenius

%

%

18 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Anything that disagrees with the official narrative is censored and buried.  Not disproved,

censored.  Really removes any doubt that they know they are full of shit.  Just in case you

ever wonder if sometimes maybe you're just using a little too much tinfoil on top of the

noggin when all of those loud voices out there tell you that you're the crazy one.

LetThemEatRand

%

%

6 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

I don't know what it means but yesterday I had two comments on

Styxhexenhammer666's bitchute channel deleted almost instantly. The topic of his

video was MSM hypocrisy.  

The first one was critical of GOP poll watching and the second one was critical of the

first one being removed. 

It's everywhere.

chunga

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

I've never commented on Bitchute, but I know the platform is under attack.  Their

ISPs are trying to put them out of commission.  Probably related to that.  

LetThemEatRand
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1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Please relay your deleted comment. 

IQof2

%

%

Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Wonder how many millenials get their news from TikTok 

And just think..... They'll be running the world when we are old snd in the way

I can't wait till I'm the old head at McDonald's hanging out in the mornings getting

my free coffee refills

Kyzer_Soze

%

%

16 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

 

DO you mean that the PCR testing in the U.S., that the government 'officials' and the

government courts and the national media say are verifying widespread

contagiousness of the Wuhan Chinese virus, is actually unreliable;

the PCR test is not scientifically designed to test for the Wuhan cold virus AND that any

quarantines that result from that PCR test are UNLAWFUL (in Portugal)?  

 

Wow!  

 

Sounds like Portugal has a lot of freedoms and rights that even the United States doesn't

have.

 

Contagion Deleverage

%

%

Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Portugal, land of the free sounds much better and is more accurate than Amerika

"land of the free". 

snatchpounder

%

%

Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Not really.  They have less people to convince. 

IQof2

%

%

16 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

PCR was not created as a test. It is a technology to replicate DNA samples into larger

samples. That is all. So says the Novel prize winning creator Dr Kary Mullis.

https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/was-covid-19-test-meant-detect-virus

its all a hoax.

samuraitrader

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Interesting article. Thanks for sharing that.

Bobrsta

%

%

1 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

I was a research and development scientist in the 1980s at Quidel Corp., a biotech

startup in San Diego in the blood chemistry lab. Kary Mullis devised this PCR

technique then but we weren't using it at all since we were developing blood tests

for hospital labs. When these tests were first being reported as giving "positive

results" way back earlier this year, I wondered what the hell they meant since PCR

doesn't do that and wasn't devised for that. Among other curious b.s., early on I

knew something didn't add up. Soon, I understood this is all lies and b.s. Rather

disquieting to one's spirit this being the case, I must say.

NotAGenius
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1 Reply%

%

13 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Unreliable? Na. False positives are a feature, not a flaw. 

USAllDay

%

%

5 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Huh?  I thought it we were "in this together" for only 2-weeks so we could "flatten

the curve".  How did we get to 10 months of lockdowns and muzzles?

SQRT 69

%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

"Flatten the curves" was deemed racist, too much like "straighten the curves" from

Dukes of Hazard theme.

IQof2

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

10 months? It's still not over. I bet it still doesn't stop, and none of them will go

to jail. 

xious

%

%
11 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

If we survive this, members of the mainstream media in ALL Nations should face quick and

unrelenting retribution. 

They have shown themselves to be nothing more than propagandists and enemies of those

who want to be left alone. 

They are worse than any of the worst commissars that the Soviet Union or it's satellites

ever produced. 

When this blows over, anyone who thinks we'll just carry on as before as if nothing

happened is in for a rude awakening.

There will be retribution and violence coming from all corners of society. The post corona

world will be more chaotic and unhinged than what we see now. 

leftists_r_traitors

%

%

10 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

The blow up is coming harder, and faster than anyone can imagine. The first step

will be undoing this election sham, and once the evidence drops it will be like a

hammer to the entire fake facade the media has built up. In one of Trumps rally's he

said it himself, the entire thing is a sham, and after he is elected it will all go away

(part of the reason he was removed by the globalist election fraud) The violence over

this election fraud will be coming by Christmas, and especially after NY. The media

will be held to account for what they have done to a free society. These globalists are

on the precipise of destroying civilization as we know it, and that can not be allowed

to happen under any circumstance.

sybaris

%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

+100,000

My greatest wish is for the Truth to be revealed to de-escalate the tension to act

as a pressure release valve... or not... Insurrection cannot be allowed to remain,

period.

Freeman of the City

%

%

2 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

This is just silly. Why do you think it's so important to get Trump back in? He

never lifted a finger to put a stop to the communist attack. At least with biden, we

can all agree to dig in and fight the system.

Trump will never save you. We have to put things right ourselves. With Trump,

you guys will just sit on your hands again. 

"Trust the plan" 

It's been way too long, times up. 

xious
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2 Reply"%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Didn't Biden himself say it was going to be the biggest fraud in American history,

BEFORE the election? One of those Freudian slips, I suppose.

SwmngwShrks

%

%

Reply"

58 minutes ago # $

The media.  It's not against the law to lie, unfortunately.  Didn't obamer make

lying legal?

steve golf

%

%

12 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Q: So why are they still doing them? 

A: Someone gets paid $300/test.

“Show me the incentive and I will show you the outcome.”

— Charlie Munger

Fish Gone Bad

the PCR process is not a reliable test for Sars-Cov-2

%

%

5 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

why no flu deaths in hospitals this year...well covid code adds $30,000 to ins

bill...sadly true

overmedicatedundersexed

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Yes.

 

A single positive PCR test cannot be used as an effective diagnosis of infection!

 

Something what most of us here have known since the beginning of this Shtshow.

 

Therefore, ALL “measures” based on PCR test and a scaremongering campaign
as well, should be deemed UNLAWFUL!

Argentumentum

%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

MASKS UNLAWFUL as well !

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-toronto-hospitals-cant-force-

unvaccinated-nurses-to-wear-masks/

Argentumentum

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

Hospital worker "heroes, are lying villians. They will soon be red pilled when the

experimental vaccines are forced on them.

Xena fobe

%

%

12 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Covid-19 is a Trojan horse for communism. Show me I’m wrong.

smoke em if you got em

%

%

Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Very good.

Gunston_Nutbush_Hall
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%

4 hours ago # $

nope you gets it...bruh...

attah-boy-Luther
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Reply"

nope you gets it...bruh...

jimstone.is

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Anyone who has an IQ of 100 knows this. Even the communist know it's BS. 

xious

%

%

11 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

 

Any 'test' that is multiplied or amplified 30 to 42 times produces 'results' statisticians can

use to create any curve for any political policy desired. PCR: Polymerase Chain Reaction

testing is being misused and manipulated for such a purpose...

 

Freeman of the City

%

%

12 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

Portuguese passport wanted.

Edit: Nevermind, their taxes are insane.

cayman

%

%

11 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

So the inventor of the test (Kerry Mullis) was right. The NY Times actually did a story on

how the PCR test created a pseudo or false  epidemic about 10 years ago. What a shock...

Sid Finch

%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

It was a sandal back then, but nothing happened to them. Gee, I wonder why they

did it again?  

xious

%

%

10 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

the intelligent know this but for our liberal mental defectives..

"Classically speaking, a “case” of a disease is someone who displays symptoms. There is a

huge difference between being infected, and being a “case”. That’s why infection fatality

rate (IFR) and case fatality rate (CFR) are two different numbers.

However for COVID19 they have abandoned this distinction, referring to every single

positive test as a “case”, despite the fact the vast majority never exhibit any symptoms."

overmedicatedundersexed

%

%

8 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

In a way, it's better that they're stupidly using "case" incorrectly, because using their

own bogus numbers, the IFR has become statistically insignificant.

Gazillions of "positive" tests, few deaths.

Walter Melon

%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

It is crime. That is why they did it. To prove they can do anything, and get away

with it. 

xious

%

%

9 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Meanwhile lock down in California based upon the same faulty PCR data.  

Dis-obey
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Reply"

4 hours ago # $

It's based on communism. 

xious
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https://www.ucl.ac.uk/news/2020/oct/symptoms-covid-19-are-poor-marker-infection
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8 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

I’m done even talking to Covidiots anymore. If they want to be safe in their delusions, I just

let them and go about my business. They won’t even consider any evidence that might

disrupt their world view. There is no point arguing with these people, trying to change

their mind or even engaging with them. They just need to be treated with the kind of mild

condescension or tame patronization that you would reserve for speaking to a retarded

child or a hysterical woman. 

Obake158

%

%

8 1 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

Political elites in the US/UK/Europe and just about everywhere else must explain why they

continue to use the PCR to test for CovID-19 when it was never designed for that purpose,

as per its creator Kary Mullis.

PCR cannot detect ANY viral infection let alone CovID-19.

All PCR does at best is detect fragments of any old coronavirus (colds/flu etc) that the

human

body may have had weeks/months/years earlier and which still float harmlessly around the

body.

That is how the human body works.

PCR does not and cannot determine whether any fragments it detects are dead or alive.

Any tiny fragments are then "amplified" a (secretive) number of times by the testing lab

and if any

frags exist, the patient is then determined to be a "new case" of CovID-19. MSM running

dogs then

report it as a "new infection".

We go from a meaningless "positive PCR" test result to a "new infection" like greased

lightning.

Anybody who has no symptoms is declared to be "asymptomatic". In truth, they do not

have the virus.

This whole process is flat out fraud being committed by governments and the medical

fraternity.

Here's one good expose of "the PCR testing process from the Mercola site".

There have been many others over the past 6 months or so, yet .govs continue to

stonewall.

There is no rational explanation for this deliberate political ignorance of fake PCR test

results.

They are being used to manipulate and Manage FEAR of populations. To ratchet fear up &

down

as it suits them, to the point where people are subordinated and obedient and virtually

begging for

a vaccination.

But that is when the problems will begin. We all know that Gates-From-Hell and his fellow

followers

in .gov want to inject us all with the Mark of The Beast so we can be herded and managed

like cattle.

We are witnessing the greatest crime ever against humanity.

smacker
%

%

2 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

Excellent assessment. It is worth recalling that Kary Mullis was one of the few to

stand up to the AIDS charade in the 1980s all the way to his death, by noting that

"AIDS" was never actually isolated, as per the scientific method.  Nevertheless, Robert

Gallo, viciously protected by his lieutenant, one Anthony Fauci - pressed ahead to

self-glorification by de-funding anyone who would dare to disagree.  From Ansel

Keyes, to Gallo, to Fauci, to Brix and onto Tedros the witch-doctor.....government

employees are allowed to run over the true academics and practicing physicians.  

The Mandarins are never true people of science.

Smedley of Tarsus

%

%

25 minutes ago # $

Yes, there's long been a mysterious doubt about whether HIV was a true

contagious virus or not, given

that it's never been isolated and afaik was first spotted in Africa (was it planted

smacker
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1 Reply"

that it's never been isolated and afaik was first spotted in Africa (was it planted

there as a test run?).

Yet in both cases, there is obviously "something" going around. In the case of

CovID-19, I am leaning

towards the view it's a man-made bastardised version of our old friend "flu"

(which as we know mutates

all the time anyway), but it's being hyped up beyond belief for political motives.

%

%

8 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Lol.  Freakin Portugal?  Much kudos.

behind the curtain

%

%

3 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

Kudos actually sounds pretty Portugesianish

_ConanTheLibertarian_
%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

That would be Qudos.

DaiRR

%

%

1 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Does their location somehow discredit their study?

freak of nature

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Only in the mind of a communist. 

xious

%

%

7 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

I am absolutely disgusted with how the PUBLIC has ben manipulated since last SPRING!!

And it's by CONARTISTS who PROFIT from our loss? ALL OF THEM! Hello!! The biggest

WEALTH TRANSFER EVER!!!

Whether it's CHINA, the MEDICAL COMMUNITY, BIG PHARMA, BILL GATES, THE CROOKED

GOVERNORS!!

ALL OF THEM CAN BE BOUGHT BY THE HIGHEST BIDDER!!! 

Meanwhile MILLIONS the world over SUFFER while they THRIVE!!! Disgusting!!  

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

1 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

Take a stand on your own property!

Buffalo, New York Business Owners Stand Up to Cuomo Lockdown Orders; Chase Out

Sheriff & Health Dept https://youtu.be/AI_pkvlp2q4

LOL123
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%
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3 hours ago # $

Absolutely beautiful !

nsurf9

%

%

7 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

We are under house arrest until we go red pill

captain noob
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%
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3 hours ago # $

Yep

 

MissAllAmerican007

%
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5 hours ago # $

Portugal has a sane treatment-focused drug policy, is crypto-friendly, and is not on board

fackbankz
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https://youtu.be/AI_pkvlp2q4
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Portugal has a sane treatment-focused drug policy, is crypto-friendly, and is not on board

with the scamdemic.   It's on my short list.
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%

Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Sweden,Belarus.... I think Russia is next. Been delaying the "sputnik" vaccine for

weeks now.

AlaricGaudiTheSecond

%

%

6 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Well done to ZH for posting this article.

There's also an "article in The Portugal News" (English language newspaper) about this

court ruling.

smacker

%

%

5 Reply"

2 hours ago # $

I hope many other European Nations follows suit...

 

Just Say No To Stupid, PLEASE!

HoodRatKing

%

%

5 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited) # $

Quick @Jack, block the twitter account of anyone in Portugal's Justice System now. And ban

any link to this judgement.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon

%

%

5 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

can't wait to see what that court says about vaccines with unknown side effects over a long

period.

let's see. 97% of the population is not infected, so let's inject them with a vaccine that is

untested over longer periods than three months and is only 95% effective on the 97% that

have already been exposed and are immune or asymptomatic.

the stupidity of politicians and the medical profession knows no bounds.

innoculate 97% who are uninfected, with a vaccine that is 95% effective? wtf?

hooligan2009
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%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

The purpose of this vaccine is not what they say it is.  I can't wait for liberals to line

up and take it.

Xena fobe

%

%

5 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

What part of "PCR not to be used for diagnosing disease" do they intentionally not

understand?

agcw86

%

%

6 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA HAS BECOME A FUNDAMENTAL THREAT TO THE REPUBLIC AND IS

NOW THE NUMBER ONE ENEMY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

LEEPERMAX
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%
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4 hours ago # $

Agreed! (Except the part about the republic, thats been dead for over 150 years)

Accidental Farmer
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%

5 hours ago # $

Sound logic.

if the test is unreliable in Portugal, is it reliable in other locations?

Vince Clortho
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https://www.theportugalnews.com/news/2020-11-21/court-decides-that-quarantine-in-state-of-alert-is-illegal/56830
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5 Reply"%

%

Reply"

5 hours ago # $

That matters not one bit, $$$$.

Solio

%

%

3 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Yes of course...in Texas it's 100% accurate because Gov. Abbott told us so........../s

attah-boy-Luther

%

%

5 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

ELON MUSK took 4 PCR tested on the same day and received 2 positives and 2 negatives. 

The Portuguese courts are right and Just in there action.  I HOPE the Courts state side r

paying attention.

Dis-obey
%

%

5 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

So many ads about 'retire to Portugal'... this is a great selling point.

 

When freedom is stifled it erupts in the most unlikely places.

 

E5

%

%
4 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

The corona-fraud hucksters fear the collective population awakening to the truth. That the

Covid is a fiction, a psyop, a lie invented by demonic psychopaths who hate you, hate your

families, hate your freedoms, hate your rights, hate your traditions and hate your God.

What will a billion hungry and destitute people do when they realize that their businesses,

their jobs, their savings and their way of life was destroyed based on a complete

fabrication and lie? What will they do when they realize that they were betrayed by their

trusted leaders whom they outnumber 1000 to 1 who sold them into slavery for self

enrichment and self empowerment?

The Continental

%

%

3 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

RT-PCR tests unreliable? I am totally shocked.

Ergo I.C.

%

%

3 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

No wonder Portugal has become Bitcoin hub....awesome news.

SadhakaPadma

%

%

3 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Give us our 20 million jobs back.

Art_Vandelay

%

%

3 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Since the world's Deep State has thrown it's future behind the "Great Reset," and The Covid

19 hoax is falling apart, you can expect the Covid 21 flu just around the corner.  Possibly

January when the next global banking explosion takes place.  Prepare.

DancingDragon

%

%

Reply"

5 hours ago # $

chynna warming up the wuhan flu II..found only in exotic cave bats called ..XIFAUCI

bats

overmedicatedundersexed
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5 hours ago # $blitzen69
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5 hours ago

I'LL REMIND THOSE AT TEMPLE BAR IN THE CITY OF LONDON THIS VERDICT IS A

REAFFIRMATION OF THE COMMON LAW OF JESUS, KING OF NAZARETH AND KING OF

ALBION!

YOU HAVE BEEN SO ADVISED...

blitzen69
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%

3 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Facebook and twitter have now blocked Portugal.  

Rich Stoehner

%

%

3 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

IT'S OVER FOR JACKIE BOY DORSEY AND HIS BUTT BUDDY ZUCKIEBERG...:)

blitzen69

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

IDK man, the lizard people live for way longer than we do. 

xious

%

%

5 hours ago # $

The Lancet, a respected UK medical journal agrees. 

False-positive COVID-19 results: hidden problems and costs   9/29/20 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanres/article/PIIS2213-2600(20)30453-7/fulltext

"The current rate of operational false-positive swab tests in the UK is unknown;

preliminary estimates show it could be somewhere between 0·8% and 4·0%. This rate

could translate into a significant proportion of false-positive results daily due to the

current low prevalence of the virus in the UK population, adversely affecting the

positive predictive value of the test. Considering that the UK National Health Service

employs 1·1 million health-care workers, many of whom have been exposed to COVID-19

at the peak of the first wave, the potential disruption to health and social services due to

false positives could be considerable."

 

"Potential consequences of false-positive COVID-19 swab test results

Financial

•

Misspent funding (often originating from taxpayers) and human resources for test

and trace

•

Unnecessary testing

•

Funding replacements in the workplace

•

Various business losses

 

Epidemiological and diagnostic performance

•

Overestimating COVID-19 incidence and the extent of asymptomatic infection

•

Misleading diagnostic performance, potentially leading to mistaken purchasing or

investment decisions if a new test shows high performance by identification of

negative reference samples as positive (ie, is it a false positive or does the test show

higher sensitivity than the other comparator tests used to establish the negativity of

the test sample?)

Societal

•

Misdirection of policies regarding lockdowns and school closures

•

Increased depression and domestic violence (eg, due to lockdown, isolation, and

loss of earnings after a positive test)."

marysimmons
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https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanres/article/PIIS2213-2600(20)30453-7/fulltext
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loss of earnings after a positive test)."

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

There is no standardization on the number of cycles run. Anything north of 35, will

create even more. Anything more than 40 would create a positive in nearly everyone

because everyone carries some of the genome being amplified.

 

Sid Finch

%

%

3 1 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Let's be clear.  The PCR test is not unreliable it is designed, as all quick tests are, to return

positive more easily.  These tests should not be used for any regulations or counted or

anything like that.

From a statistics point of view:

There are 2 correct results: Positive when the person is infected and negative when the

person is not infected.

There are 2 incorrect results possible: Positive when the person is not infected and

negative when a person is infected.

The test never wants to return a negative for an infected person as that would be

dangerous.

Only the follow up test is designed to be accurate and even those tests are designed to

return a positive for borderline cases.

THIS IS HOW ALL MEDICAL TESTING WORKS.

insanelysane
%

%

5 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Except the PCR process was never supposed to be used as a test. It is a multiplier.

The person who invented the process clearly stated such when it was first used early

80s for AIDS. 

Born2Bwired

%

%

Reply"

3 hours ago # $

see my comment above about working in blood chemistry r&d at a San Diego

biotech startup in the 1980s when Kary Mullis came up with PCR. We didn't use it

at all as we were developing lab tests for various blood analytes with appropriate

chemistries.

NotAGenius

%

%

3 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Looking forward to Fascism, America?  The fascist deep state and media are ready, willing

and able to implement starting Jan 20, 2021.  President-select Knee Pad is COMPLETELY 

on board.

muhfugger

%

%

1 2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

If there is a dem majority in the senate two months from now - seems quite possible

at the moment - the legislating will be over the top.  Those making the decisions for

Biden are power-hungry and extremist.  It would be a popcorn period but for the

devastation to the American way.  Coming to you early 2021.

Yeah-Right

%

%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

You are conveniently and naively omitting 80 to 100 Million Patriots who will not

allow the further destruction of our Republic.

Plan Accordingly

Freeman of the City

%

%

4 hours ago # $

I don't know why anyone would downvote you. 

Trump cannot fix the system. We let it get too bad. It must be destroyed. We all

have to break away from the system in every way we can. We must get some

xious
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have to break away from the system in every way we can. We must get some

points on the board. A mass retreat from the system would actually hurt them.  

%

%

2 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Starting Jan 20, 2021? Where have you been the last 20 years? Asset seizures, stop

and frisk, gov tracking your location & reading your emails and you think it fascism

might show up in 2021? That's funny. :)

xear

%

%

3 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

Reframe: Any truth to Bill Gates authorizing MicroSoft to write the Dominion software

code?

Freeman of the City
%

%

1 2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Gates hasn't written code for 20 years.

Yeah-Right

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited) # $

Re: Reading Comprehension: MicroSoft still writes code, no?

Freeman of the City

%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

I dont think Gates has wiped his own azz in 20 years either. The question is, was

he connected?

IQof2

%

%

2 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

Alas, the original question is still not addressed nor answered

Freeman of the City

%

%

Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited) # $

I have not seen direct involvement other than one of the founders of

Micorsoft was a large investor in Scytl, with Gates supposedly being an

investor as well. 

Unconfirmed at this point. I think I saw it at Gateway Pundit, might poke

around there.

IQof2

%

%

2 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

Finally some judges with balls! Thank you you are a heroes!

NIRP_BTFD

Court Rules PCR Tests "Unreliable" & Quarantines "Unlawful"

%

%

1 Reply"

2 hours ago # $

In Portugal, no less.

 

 

When nine hundred years old you become, look this good you will not.

DaBard51

%

%

2 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

I'd advise everyone to wear a mask - however, make sure it is YELLOW, in the shape of a 6-

pointed STAR and, optionally, print a number or barcode on it.

This would be the ultimate 'fcuk you' form of mask to tell .gov that you're on to them and

their plans for us.

 

kellys_eye
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2 Reply"%

%

2 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

OPERATION CHINA

THE WORLD'S NEXT SUPERPOWER

DESTROY THE WEST'S FREEDOM and DEMOCRACY! Let's get them to hate one another over

race relations. Let's screw with the COVID data. Let's control their media along with our

biased commercials, which wouldn't dare be aired in CHINA.

Let's just bribe every politician and mass media outlet so we can RULE THE WORLD and

look like the GOOD GUYS!!

So far, so good!! 

Full speed ahead!

 

MissAllAmerican007

%

%

2 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

That's not the only thing MSM has ignored of Portugal

drug laws were decriminalised 20 years ago

drug use is the same or less than drugwar countries

totally unwise

%

%

2 1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Maybe because CHINA owns the media...

Maybe because CHINA owns Johns Hopkins scientific data BS...

Maybe because CHINA wants the WESTERN WORLD DESTROYED.  TACTIC:  Look here, not

there.

While the WESTERN WORLD is at each other's throats over COVID and race relations not to

mention the TRUMP FIASCO, all is well in CHINA and business is booming there!

GO FIGURE!!  

MissAllAmerican007

%

%
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3 hours ago # $

Bill Gates - I approve this message.

ToWo

%

%

2 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

For many Republicans, specially the city ones, that want to get out of the USA for a while

might find southern Europe countries a nice to vacation or start up a tech business there,

Portugal as one of the highest English speaking populations in Europe.

 Just saying...

BiggerInJapan

%

%

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

don't want to cause alarm..one of vaccines due for release uses monkey virus..a little

heads up

from Lancet..

"In The Virus and the Vaccine: The True Story of a Cancer-Causing Monkey Virus,
Contaminated Polio Vaccine, and the Millions of Americans Exposed, Debbie Bookchin and

Jim Schumacher report that in 1960, when Eddy presented her results to her boss, a polio

vaccine champion named Joe Smadel, he was livid and disbelieving: “Its implications—that

something in the polio vaccine could cause cancer—was an affront to his career.” Her

discovery also threatened one of the USA's most important public-health programmes. “By

1960, tens of millions of Americans had been vaccinated against polio, and it was federal

health policy that everyone should be vaccinated and continue to receive Salk booster

shots.”

Eddy tried to get word out to colleagues but was muzzled and stripped of her vaccine

regulatory duties and her laboratory. However, two Merck researchers, Ben Sweet and

Maurice Hilleman, soon identified the rhesus virus later named SV40—the carcinogenic

overmedicatedundersexed
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Maurice Hilleman, soon identified the rhesus virus later named SV40—the carcinogenic

agent that had eluded Eddy. In 1963, US authorities decided to switch to African green

monkeys, which are not natural hosts of SV40, to produce polio vaccine. In the mid-1970s,

after limited epidemiological studies, authorities concluded that although SV40 caused

cancer in hamsters, it didn't seem to do so in people."

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

samples sent to labs...lab tech takes sample and uses ultra accurate coin test..

step One..

first flip Heads..your test positive

first flip tails..your test is negative but tech must then flip again to verify

second flip heads..your test positive'

second flip tails ..your negative,, but tech then must follow step One

overmedicatedundersexed

%

%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Someone posted that one of the testing labs is called "Dominion".   May be related,

who knows.   The same software would apply some factor to obtain desired results..

Xena fobe

%

%
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3 hours ago # $

https://www.dominiondiagnostics.com/

Hudis Muffakah

%

%
2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Hmmmm.  And even the Grey Lady has been sprinkling articles about what constitutes a

'case' might not necessarily be a 'case' worth considering (e.g.,

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html).  Now, if I were a

vapid, opportunistic, and power-obsessed politician/bureaucrat who cares primarily about

'optics,' how would I go about appearing to handle the rise in 'cases?'  I'd, or rather similar

allied power-obsessed bureaucrats, redefine what constitutes a positive 'case.'  Suddenly,

the media reports falling cases, falling cases, falling cases, ad nauseum. 

Decimus Lunius Luvenalis
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%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Breathalyzers are complete nonsense as well. 

Geocen Trist

%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

especially because they use "Alcohol wipes and sanitizers" right before you blow into

them. 

Duh - what do you think that does to any reading you get???

 

sgpbulion
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5 hours ago # $

Never blow into one if you have been drinking at all.

Eat the automatic 6 mos loss of license and hire a lawyer if they actually charge you.

 

Jeff-Durden
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%

Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Or? Pretend to blow real hard, but don't. They will certainly make you take it again

and again, but what are they gonna do? 

xious
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5 hours ago # $

Ah yes Portugal. The official home of the Templars. They don’t take no s#*+.  

Paul Bunyan
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5 hours ago # $

NO, WE DON'T...:)

blitzen69

%

%

2 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

It makes me laugh, i'm living in Portugal, as a citizen, it's laughable what is published on

one place but not elsewhere, i'm lucky i live in the south of the country, not too bad but

in Lisbon and Porto, very close to the US in terms of hysteria, this is a beautiful country

but everything else sucks big time, the laws, the taxes, the bureaucracy, hospitals don't

have doctors or beds, if you go to a hospital with a serious illness, you will probably

die there.

Now the government is talking of a 3rd wave, what b*********sht

https://www.portugalresident.com/

I.M.BIGG
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2 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Nov 11th?  Copy, paste and send this article out to everyone.  BTW, 57 years ago today, the

Deep State revealed itself to be the devil they are.

johnnyBoy
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%

1 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Stop calling them "deep state" and use the needed four letters to expose them. Hint:

First letter is J

AlaricGaudiTheSecond
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5 hours ago # $

Jeep State?

sgpbulion

%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Jack State?  They do elevate their standing by artificial means.

The [DS] notation is fast and easy though. 

Deep State, no matter the status of bar mitzvah and prior bris.  Because it ain't

just the Big Yddls, really it ain't.  And that is all.  0{:-|o[

Walking Turtle

%
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5 hours ago (Edited) # $

 

Walking Turtle / Sitting Bull,

1. Is your name referring to the Native American name given to the shape of

the Continental outline of the United States? Re: A Turtle: Baja = Tail, Maine

= Head, Florida = Front Leg...

2. Who was the first Native American to understand this shape?

3. Was this understanding received during a Vision Quest?

Mitakuye Oyasin

- May'Na Ta TaHea-hO

 

Freeman of the City

%

%

4 hours ago (Edited) # $

Good questions all, Friend Freeman of the City.  :-)

1) Not so much that as in reference to Yours Truly's own character and

constitution.  Because it just plain fits; all concerned do agree.  :-)

But yes, the continent is known as "Turtle Island" far and wide among

powwow attendees.  :-)

Walking Turtle
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2) Simply don't know.  Insufficient lore at the moment.  It'll turn up sooner

or later, though...  YT's still walkin'.  ;-)

3) Um, yes, if by "this understanding" you refer to YT's Native naming. 

Long one.  Many successive levels of Light.  Many years in duration. 

Massive downloads (so best to call 'em) at times.  :-)

Details of said journey are really not so very suitable imvho for further

public elaboration herein, with respect.  Being half-Injun plus half-Jewish

by birth and thus blood makes for LOTS of Homework, as one might

imagine.  Got much more Yiddish lingo than Native language of any nation

under me belt, really; ergo am presuming your final words are a (merely

personally) non-intelligible benediction and that's all YT can make of

them.  (Would love to know.)  :-)

Oh well; that's 'Arf-Breed Life for you.  :-\

Nonetheless, YT knows who and what they really are in this notably

everlasting Heaven-sponsored life.  So thanks for the ask!  Your turn again

now, if y'like.  And that is all.  0{:-)o[
%

%
2

3 hours ago (Edited) # $

 

Agreed and wisely answered WT,

Nice to hear from you and thank you for your responses ; )

Wakan Tanka is the term for the sacred or the divine. Mitakuye Oyasin

in Lakota Sioux expresses the Spiritual or Universal Principle for "All are

One..."

May'Na Ta TaHea-hO is the name given to me by a Cherokee Elder...

Few coincidences you are part Native American and part Jewish to

uniquely perceive these times...

Aŋpétu wašté yuhá yo

 

Freeman of the City

%

%

3 hours ago (Edited) # $

Yep...  Balancing the two aspects yields great benefit as YT finds it.  It

was a most rough start indeed from toddlerhood forward, but well

settled into coherent perspective by now.  ("Coincidence" seems to be

most often cited by those who are scared of Life, it seems, imvho. 

Synchronicity, now, there we got something, ayup.)  :-)

So if one may ask:  The import of your own as-given Cherokee naming,

pray tell?  Can go with chat if you're not so comfortable out in the open

with it...  Channel's open now.  And that is all.  0{;-)o[

Walking Turtle
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%
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6 hours ago (Edited) # $

R.I.P. John Fitzgerald Kennedy

Jacobin?

Freeman of the City
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%

2 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Civil unrest coming to Portugal as we speak. Maybe Portuguese government can get some

advice from Lukachenko. The SCAMDEMIC will be exposed and Gates and Fauxci will have

to be prosecuted, or get sick suddenly.

AlaricGaudiTheSecond
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%

2 3 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Another recycled article that was already published here yesterday.  What is up with this? 

And why are they being posted roughly 30 minutes apart now?  Everyday. 

Stranded Observer
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https://omniglot.com/soundfiles/lakota/haveaniceday1_lakota.mp3
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I noticed that too. If I'm not mistaken, back in the day ZH would be publishing one

article every 3 minutes or so.

Edit: confirmed on web archive. Throughout the day they would be publishing 10-15

articles an hour. Now it's like 1 even during peak hours and most of those are

copypasta.

Return_of_Byzantium
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%

2 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

Might have learned a lesson from drunken, rogue Tyler a few years back

and set up some article/ frequency guidelines

to be a productive citizen Tyler.

Samual Vimes
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%
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5 hours ago (Edited) # $

Copypasta..?  Byz.., you've come up with a great idea, quite by accident, I'm

stealing copypasta.

One day there will be a COPYPASTA on every-other corner.., I'll be the fast-

food king of the world...

gmrpeabody
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4 hours ago # $

that term is quite old 

phillyla
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%
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6 hours ago # $

Interesting.  I've been here, on and off, for almost ten years.  I don't remember

them publishing that many, per hour, but if you looked it up I believe you.  My

memory is not the best anymore.

Stranded Observer

%

%
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5 hours ago # $

That and there were some truly great commenters.  

Paul Bunyan
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%
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5 hours ago # $

Indeed and the comment section was great back then.  ZH was not well

known in those days so there were way less total comments, per article,

and it was easier to have a conversation.  A comment now, in a popular

article, is often quickly buried in thousands of others.  Discourse was also

more respectful (though not always - it always has been Fight Club).

Stranded Observer
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%
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4 hours ago # $

They know we only come for the comments, and the Trump people make it a wave of

stupid after a while. 

The freedom lovers keep getting drowned out by uniparty cheerleaders 

xious
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%
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34 minutes ago # $

 

Well, I had once stated in a comment that I thought the False-Positive rate was 100% since

the deaths had been in a downtrend.

Needless to say I was down voted.

Whatever, its a scamdemic folks. And now Joe Biden is gonna be your President, well

played.  

And it all happened right under Trump's nose. Big mistake listening to Fauci.

 

Boris Badenov
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32 minutes ago # $

Different (figurehead) president. Same sh##y government.

Musum
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%

1 Reply"

42 minutes ago # $

Time to go to Portugal. Isn't that near that sh!thole Spain?

constiwhotion
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%

1 1 Reply"

28 minutes ago # $

I think both are part of the EU in sh!thole Europe, home to billions of Muslims and

African migrants thanks to a powerful cabal of small hats.

Musum
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2 hours ago # $

It's all fake, virus is about control nothing else.

coletrickle45
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3 hours ago (Edited) # $

"Cases" mean squat and are very likely fake and/or inflated.

The total death and mortality rate in the US is about 2,8 million each year.

Number of deaths for leading causes of death, all cases.

    •    Heart disease: 655,381

    •    Cancer: 599,274

    •    Accidents (unintentional injuries): 167,127

    •    Chronic lower respiratory diseases: 159,486

    •    Stroke (cerebrovascular diseases): 147,810

    •    Alzheimer’s disease: 122,019

    •    Diabetes: 84,946

    •    Influenza and Pneumonia: 59,120

    •    Nephritis, nephrotic syndrome and nephrosis: 51,386

    •    Intentional self-harm (suicide): 48,344

Source:

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/deaths.htm

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/#countries

Sliver2theMoon
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Last Nov half the hospitals in the US were facing bankruptcy.  

ponyboy99
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3 hours ago # $

Headline:   "Portuguese Judges Stab Each Other to Death in Suicide Pact."

Smedley of Tarsus
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%
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3 hours ago # $

And take that mask and shove it...

Buffalo, New York Business Owners Stand Up to Cuomo Lockdown Orders; Chase Out

Sheriff & Health Dept https://youtu.be/AI_pkvlp2q4

LOL123
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3 hours ago # $

China is so far up the WESTERN World's BUTT, it would take far more than a tweezer to get

them out!!

END THE COVID ZOOLANDER NONSENSE TODAY!!

MissAllAmerican007
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3 hours ago # $

If I recall correctly Lisbon airport, a few years back, had large posters featuring

Chinese buyers for properties ...

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
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https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/deaths.htm
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/%23countries
https://youtu.be/AI_pkvlp2q4
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Figures.  And I recall reports back in the 80s that China owned most of the

property in Manhattan...

MissAllAmerican007
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%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Shhh... The Portugese are upsetting the CHINESE AGENDA! Shhhhh....

Block it! Block it!! Make those COVID numbers skyrocket! Lockdowns coming soon!!

MissAllAmerican007
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4 hours ago (Edited) # $

A year into this terrible pandemic and 99% of people and experts still have no

idea what a PCR TEST really is and what it really does.

Figure that one out. 

LEEPERMAX
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Looks like the facade is cracking.  OTOH, some people still believe a guy living in a cave

was responsible for 9/11.

Xena fobe
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4 hours ago # $

pathetic analogy

Solidstatephys
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%

4 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

Not really. It shows how once a lie is repeated enough, and no refutation is

allowed, the lie becomes the truth. Some dude named Goebbels pointed out how

that works. 

Demologos
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%

1 Reply"

4 hours ago # $

so...social media platforms are better at public health than the WHO, who said that

lockdowns should be a last resort, and the law where fact based evidence was heard to

determine that quarantining the health is a crime against humanity.

social media creates a world of excited misery where their incompetence and that of the

useless idiots kills people with stupidity.

welcome to the social media world of the living dead.

hooligan2009
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4 hours ago # $

So, Portugal has sensible, honest, courts and corrupt media.  Doesn't it seem like the

media have been bought-off and corrupted all over the world?  

OpenEyes
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%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago # $

Azores as the future UN headquarters.  Dueling Battleships (1940 technology) to settle

disputes... 

Hope Copy
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%
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5 hours ago # $

Surprisingly accurate.

End Times Prophecy
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%

5 hours ago # $

Seems some people, somewhere, need to be tried for crimes against humanity.

wkirkpa
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I'm working with the German Corona Investigation Committee to indict Fauci for

Crimes Against Humanity. This committee was formed in July for this reason: deal

legally with those who've created and propagated this worldwide crime. Watch their

presentation here. I sent them the story of Fauci's creation of this covid beginning in

2018 here in the USA in collaboration with Gates to make a new disease by Fauci,

and then a cure for it by Gates and then they'd make $billions by scaring everyone to

death and begging for a cure.

Watch the first online presentation of CIC. I've joined them and their ally which is

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s Children's Health Defense:

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/17/coronavirus-fraud-

biggest-crime-against-humanity.aspx.

Here are details of their filing indictments for those who created and enforce Lock

Downs:

https://theduran.com/massive-lawsuit-launches-against-the-lockdowns/.

Several online presentations have been made by Reiner Fuellmich since his first one

in the first link above. All are very informative and hopeful. These folks have the

backing and support of the most powerful, knowledgeable and experienced medical

and legal firms worldwide. This group of 4 German attorneys who run the operation

for indictments started last week have handled the previous largest Class Action

Lawsuits against Deutsch Bank and VW and won both of them. They know what they

are doing. If you watch their presentations, you'll learn good stuff.

Here is the detailed story of how Fauci began creating covid here in the USA in 2018,

then moved his work to Wuhan China's bio-weapons lab later when his funding was

cut off here. The Wuhan lab has a decades long collaboration agreement with the

USA bio-weapons scientist so Fauci moving his work to that lab was fairly routine.

He is the prime creator of this crime. Having sent this story of Fauci's crime to the

German committee was done to ensure he is indicted for Crimes Against Humanity

by them as well as quite a few others discussed in his online interviews and

presentations.

Here is Fauci's history of plandemic creation with Gates, so Fauci created a disease

and then Gates will cure it with vaccines. That is their plan to make $billions on their

financial scam. Let's get them before they do that:

https://theduran.com/the-link-between-fear-appeal-and-covid-19-perception-

interview-with-dr-peter-breggin/.

If you read it, you'll see that 4 bio-weapons labs in Texas were also involved with

this scam besides Ft. Detrick and Wuhan.

NotAGenius
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%
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5 hours ago # $

I watched the video by Reiner. Very informative.

But, does a case this large have a chance to succeed?

Cases like this could bankrupt a nation, yes?

IQof2

%

%

1 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

Perhaps in some situations, but rarely would a nation be an appropriate target

as many/most of the citizens are themselves victims.

Anyway, God's speed.  Burn 'em all.  Twice.

wkirkpa

%

%

3 hours ago (Edited) # $

If you are not familiar, Reiner stated they wanted to open the class action to

the entire WORLD.  That is not fesable for 5 billion to join a suit. They are

currently only handling the German Class Action. What is the population of

Germany?

They are offering an informational package for attorneys in other countries.

The entire world was affected by this, giving nearly everyone on the planet

a claim to the suit. 

Bankrupt every nation at once and you have laid the groundwork for

The Great Reset.  Just a thought or 2.

IQof2
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https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/17/coronavirus-fraud-biggest-crime-against-humanity.aspx
https://theduran.com/massive-lawsuit-launches-against-the-lockdowns/
https://theduran.com/the-link-between-fear-appeal-and-covid-19-perception-interview-with-dr-peter-breggin/
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IF this CIC ever makes it to the MSM with information, then it has already made

a significant difference, such is the power of the press as we well know. Even

without any press, if this gets indictments and court cases, then it'll have to be

reported somewhere that folks will begin to understand what's happening,

overall with Fauci and Gates and everything else about covid. Pray for press, at

some point it'll happen if indictments go thru.

Here are 2 more online presentations by Reiner Fuellmich I've watched and

read. The one is contact info I used to associate with them. I worked for Bayer

AG out of Leverkusen, Germany for 5 years 1976 -81 = 2 years as Blood

Chemistry R&D on Cholesterol and LDH lab tests; then International Project

Manager for all of their Blood Chemistry R&D projects ongoing throughout the

UK, Europe and Israel, much of that work conducted in German, even those big

project teams which included Marketing, Stability Lab, Quality Assurance,

Research scientists doing the work.

This is one reason I contacted them and offered to work for them here in the

USA. I've sent them a couple of items since then that are useful for indicting

Fauci, maybe Gates too. They already have main criminals ready for

indictments in Germany. Fuellmich owns property in CA and is licensed here as

well as Germany. So they can file against Fauci / Gates / etc. right here just

fine for their crimes.

Here are important links: another good interview; and contact info.

This is the place for contacting the CIC, which is where I started with my

association with them:

https://www.algora.com/Algora_blog/2020/10/04/german-corona-

investigative-committee.

Great recent interview in the Netherlands of Reiner Fuellmich:

https://theduran.com/crimes-against-humanity-fraudulent-pcr-tests-taken-

to-court-interview-with-lawyer-reiner-fullmich/.

Note that Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s Children's Health Defense has just partnered

with the CIC in this effort to file for Crimes Against Humanity. I was connected

to them and on their mailing list for a few months and was elated to see these

2 hopeful professional groups connect, knowing the ongoing work of

Kennedy's group is similar. Kennedy's group has previously published a

number of very significant articles online.

NotAGenius
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%
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2 hours ago # $

Great job! Glad to have you on board.

IQof2

%

%

2 hours ago (Edited) # $

I joined Children's Health Defense when I learned Kennedy had sued

Gates for his Crimes Against Humanity in Africa with his poisonous

vaccines. When I read the fine details in the appendix just what damages

were caused to 1000s of innocent victims, I was horrified. These are not

your grandma's chickenpox or even measles. These are damages that

are permanent and often turn victims into vegetables for life thereby

costing their families everything to keep their loved ones alive and

dressed / fed / etc. It could happen to you and me.

He recently published this nightmare that killed a volunteer in the

ongoing Astra-Zeneca vaccine trials in the UK. She died from Transverse

Myelitis, sort of typical of the nightmares that Gates' vaccines cause too

as this is a rare "disease", actually permanent spinal cord damage in

most cases, and crops up frequently in vaccine trials so those honest

trials don't approve the vaccine in many cases.

Read about how horrible Transverse Myelitis is here, published by

Childen's Health Defense:

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/transverse-myelitis-gardasil-

vaccine-video/?

utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=ab943065-0a9c-

4b18-a4b4-2ede483f742e.

NotAGenius
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https://www.algora.com/Algora_blog/2020/10/04/german-corona-investigative-committee
https://theduran.com/crimes-against-humanity-fraudulent-pcr-tests-taken-to-court-interview-with-lawyer-reiner-fullmich/
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Kennedy works for us along with the Corona Investigation Committee.

They are both significant powers and hope for us, considering these are

powerful people who are also good people, rare it seems anymore.

India has sued Gates for his Crimes Against Humanity for paralyzing

450,000 babies and children with "Non-Polio Acute Flaccid Paralysis".

India, Russia and China have barred Gates for life due to his vaccine

crimes worldwide. Here is the India medical report on this Gates atrocity:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6121585/pdf/ijerph-

15-01755.pdf.
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5 hours ago # $

HAPPY FRIENDS...

blitzen69
%

%

1 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

New admin is going to sanction Portugal if they don't turn around.   

mrjinx007
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%

1 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Respect to Portugal.  They where also the first nation to sponsor the circumnavigation of

the globe.  

Dis-obey

%

%

1 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

"The WHO fears a third wave of covid-19 in early 2021 in Europe because its reaction to

the virus has been incomplete"

..........what a smart guys : "incomplete reaction".... It must be the Europeans have not

reacted to the SCAM and expelled the WHO.

Marrubio
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%

1 1 Reply"

6 hours ago # $

Court documents are unreliable.  We have all known for a long time that government

documents, democrat documents, MSM documents, DOD documents, DOS documents,

DOEd documents, IC documents,  and court documents are unreliable.

Obviously reddit, twitter, farcebook should just be blank as there is nothing reliable.  I

guess cat pictures are reliable.

hongdo

%

%

1 1 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited) # $

 

Without an isolated Covid-19 Genome, PCR cannot reliably identify the Wuhan GoF

virus...

The CV-19 Genome reveals GoF man-made alteration, therefore no isolated genome will

ever be publicly disclosed. "Does not fit the narrative..." - Dan the Man

 

Freeman of the City
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6 hours ago (Edited) # $

Breaking Newz: 

(Busted on spelling) SCIENCE proves Bulgarian penises are smallest in world. Research

indicates the cause is years of inbreeding and buttfukin'.

IQof2
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6 hours ago (Edited) # $

Non-sequitur: Do you know that from direct experience?

Sp. Scientis 

Freeman of the City
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Half the articles here now proclaim "Boden" is the President-elect. 

If my reality says Bulgatians are the smallest, then they are, and CNN or AP won't

convince me differently. 

I live for good jokes, upvote for you.

IQof2
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2 Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited) # $

We are all frustrated by the BS MSM narratives in each of our societies,

preventing solutions to improve everyone's lives.

Godpseed

Freeman of the City
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Sadly, I feel the solution involves lots of blood and lost lives, which

somehow i think is their plan.

IF we happen to walk away from this with an ironclad voting system,

perhaps, there is one chance left for the ballot box to remove the dual-

passports and their entire network.

IQof2
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6 hours ago # $

Learn more about why this is illegal: https://www.bitchute.com/video/04pVOh9y2uS4/

namrider
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Moving yo Portugal ASAP! Only sane people.

Tolomeo
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5 hours ago # $

Well, 2 can play Bammys game. Let's move Portugal HERE.

I hear they aren't using most of Cali anyway.

IQof2
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What happen to America the freest nation in the world????

BlueLightning
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Free??

raskefing
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...behind the barrel of a gun.

SwmngwShrks
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Multinational corporations are staging a coup.  

Xena fobe
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I LOVE PORTUGAL, SO HAPPY TO LIVE HERE!!!

ZioZH
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and what about the PCR test having "Hydrogel" on it?

Survival Shield X2
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And I'll be brushing up on my Portuguese this winter, it seems.

Kayhla the Prettiest
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We must keep testing in the meantime.

MaF
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%

6 Reply"

3 hours ago # $

Thats a very inaccurate interpretation.

The contention is NOT that the RT-PCR test generates a high % of false positives. Rather,

the contention is that an individual is not INFECTIOUS if the RT-PCR must include x+

cycles to elicit a positive result.

The RT-PCR test is not intended to measure infectiousness - it never was. It only ever

indicates the presence of virus. Using the tests at multiple cycles is only a very rough

application of the test to attempt to assess a level of infectiousness, BUT THE TEST IS NOT

DESIGNED FOR THIS PURPOSE. 

What many people also do not recognise is the false negatives. Someone with a very low

viral load (eg: early stage of infection) will likely test negative. This may also be true (not

proven) if the virus can be present but is in some form of stasis.

It should also be remembered that a test only only indicates an infection state at a point of

time. If you are tested, and then are infected 5 minutes later, the test will be negative.

As at this moment RT-PCR remains the most reliable test we have available, but it has

limitations. It should be used, and its results interpreted, with due regard to those

limitations.

popeye
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STFU, RT-PCR only tells you if you HAVE or HAD a virus via a small bit of over

amplified RNA.

That's it.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Most of what you have stated is accurate. It also is why the test should NOT be used

to determine if a person is Covid-19 positive. What are you missing?

logically possible
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We the People knew that already....unfortunately the establishment want us locked down.

Dornier27
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Whoops ...

Flynt2142ahh
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Fill the newspaper with news you do not like? There is no way! Well, knowing the

documents and where they are, I saw an aluminum ball stuck in your head and how it

would be ... for whom it was a great solution!

NEOCON1
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Many people would never believe the authorities do not have their best interests in mind,

or would lie to them.   Why would the nice people on CBS News Sunday Morning

purposefully mislead and scare them about the dangers of covid for 9 months?  Cognitive

dissonance is an uncomfortable but necessary state if you want to break free.  

MrBoompi
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Increasingly more and more people are shocked when a reasonable decision, that

goes against the existing propaganda, is reached.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
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3 hours ago # $

Wow. Who knew that Portugal was so cool!

Captain Nemo de Erehwon
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Is this real? Senate (senatusconsultum.eu)

xious
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Finally some common sense coming back into the world.

ZKnight
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Courts have also ruled lock downs unconstitutional in several US states.  

The sad fact is large corporations, local corrupt governments and non profits benefit from

lockdowns.   

These entities will continue with the "new normal" regardless of what any court says.  

Our recourse is to avoid doing business with them. 

Xena fobe
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This feels like Christmas

captain noob
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The court is there to re-affirm real science and to overturn moronic politicians and the

doctors whispering fear in their ears. Finally.

asteroids
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11/22/2020 Aces and Eights, dead man's hand. Looks like today's the day for it. Should be

a good one.

Haitian Snackout
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Yeah, baby!

Yeah-Right
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The courts may have given their verdict, but we have yet to see if the government take any

notice. There will almost certainly be appeals by the state and the higher courts will come

down on the the side of the government, because they own them.

deadcat2
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Who knew Portugal?!

My governors office contact line has a message that states he is simply not available.  

Huxley's Ghost
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http://senatusconsultum.eu/Society/
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told ya. The American Patriots that published back January 2020, the tests were a fraud,

the "virus" was fraud, that this was a Trump National Government Eugenic Medical

Theory Fraud False Flag, War Crime(s) against Humanity, could prove the same thing in a

non Monetary Theory Fraud Central Bank programmed "US Courtroom," w/ 15 delegates

taken from the 50 US States.

Portugal! LMAO fking Portugal Court attempts to deploy logical, critical, unbiased and

impartial non vested pecuniary interest, adjudicated scientific analysis! Let's see how fast it

is buried!

The land of the Slaves and Home of the conquered scared deploys? Cooked Books Fraud

False Flag War Crime(s) against the Republic through "OPERATION WARP SPEED"!

"Virus,", "Masks," "Lockdowns," are for slaves w/ conquered minds.

Eugenic Medical Theory Fraud False Flag, FAIRY TALES PSY OP, War Crimes against

Humanity.

The Kleptocrat Oligarchy(s) Crime Family(s) Monetary Theory Fraud Central Bankers

own their religion of "Science".

What we know: 1. unreliable, inapplicable medical fake test(s) quackery, built on eugenic

medical theory fraud(s) that are owned by the Monetary Theory Fraud Priesthood; and

2.  the aforementioned have never presented empirical replicated evidence, from one non-

State, non-Corporate vested interest laboratory in the world, let alone from five different

independent laboratories, via independent gold standard, an empirically isolated,

separated, purified, and replicated as sole direct external biological causation agent,
for one or all "COVID19" symptoms to any human being, as "contagious/pathogenic"

"virus." Not once.

Hence fake "virus" pandemic by Nation Corp State Kleptocrat Oligarchy(s) Crime Family(s)

Eugenic Medical Theory Fraud.

No empirically proven "virus," Nation Corp State "vaccines" are eugenic medical theory

fraud domestic assault weapons of destruction, war crimes upon humanity.

What we don't know and must answer: who is killing people, what is killing people, how

and why are they killing people.

all else is conquered slave babble.

Gunston_Nutbush_Hall
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1) Who:  A certain destructive faction of each national and/or local government. 

(Call 'em "Globalistas" if y'like.)

2) What: Something like the common flu but with slightly different characteristics

because lab-created or -modified, SO FAR.  This observer postulates that the present

action is a mere "softening up" exercise in preparation for Something Much Worse. 

Smallpox seems likely; YT has learned variolation as an emergency countermeasure. 

(Need to acquire a few smallpox scabs packaged in a small airtight sealed bottle

now.)

3) How: Direct application of mass-produced infectious materials to the populace. 

Door handles and knobs are sprayed or wiped in the middle of the night.  Misty

misty spray applied from low-flying airplanes and/or drones to select regions too. 

Duly observed and noted among the Aware Ones of the region.  Two weeks

(more/less) later we have an outstanding "Red Zone".  Specific public housing towers

inhabited by what some call "Welfare Bums" appear to be a favorite target.  (Noisy

non-civil "socially dissident" individual households seem to be favored as well.) 

The aerial misting/spraying helps provide a generalized level of distributed

pathogenicity, thus somewhat blending with and covering for the sudden

inexplicable rise in infections within the aforementioned Poverty Towers and selected

individual households.  (Fuzzy boundaries = "NO EVIDENCE!".)  >:-(

4) Why: Population reduction.  Cash conservation.  Debt control.  Obedience to the

Invisible Enemy, aka "The Higher Powers".  Temporal power, secret glory and likely-

YUUUGE mammon/pelf.

Walking Turtle

What we don't know and must answer: who is killing people, what is killing
people, how and why are they killing people.
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https://www.rcpe.ac.uk/sites/default/files/vol28_3.1_10.pdf
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YUUUGE mammon/pelf.

MANY semi-disparate though administratively allied top-down agendas are thus

served.  This is STEALTHY MEDICALIZED MASS MURDER.  Local and regional Health

Departments are strongly implicated fwiw.  YMMV depending on regional priorities

and some few differing modes of procedure on the murderers' parts. 

But yes, this is NO DRILL.  More like a softening-up for What Comes Next.  At least,

let's STUDY variolation, please?  Just to have the know-what and -how handy at hand

for the sake of all placed at risk and directly affected too.  And that is all.  0{:-|o[
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appreciate your answers.

Gunston_Nutbush_Hall
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Finally the kind of definitive proof that we've always known had to be there!

Yeah-Right
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Blah,blah,blah, anyone with a hint of actual intelligence already knows this.  Just more

empty words

!! pinkos !!
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Empty words indeed...

Freeman of the City
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